Garden lights wiring diagram

Garden and outdoor lighting installation and wiring garden lights. Advice on cables and outdoor
electrics safety. Don't want to do this job yourself? Let us help you find a tradesman local to
you. For mains voltage garden or outdoor lighting, you need to make sure you are staying
within the building regulations. This applies to other outdoor electrical activities also such as
putting a light or electric socket in the shed or supplying electricity to a pump in the fishpond.
Every cable, wire, socket, appliance and light used outdoors has to be protected by an RCD or
residual current device which will instantly cut off the power should anything happen to make
power leak to earth, for example if a cable gets cut or someone gets a shock. More about RCDs
can be seen in our project on Fuses but essentially they are safety devices which must be used
to protect every socket which could be used to supply electricity outdoors. As this is usually
almost every socket in the house it makes sense for an RCD to be placed in the fuse board or
consumer unit. This type of RCD is shown in the image above. Both of these are shown below.
Never let leads trail about in the garden. Obviously when using lawn mowers and hedge
trimmers there will be cables but wherever possible lay the cables against the building or to the
side of the garden. Part P of the building regulations now requires you to notify the Building
Control Authorities if you intend to have electrical work done in the garden or it must be done
by a Part P qualified electrician. There is no room here for DIY Electrics as it is simply too
dangerous. To put cables underground in the garden the regulations state that the cable,
preferably SWA or Steel Wired Armoured cable must be covered with a buried warning tape to
alert anyone digging in the garden. If you are using a conduit you can use flexible plastic
electricians conduit or plastic drain pipes. The best way to get the cable into the conduit is to
thread a rope into the conduit before you bury it, then when its buried, tie the cable to the "draw
rope" and pull it through. To install garden lighting, if it is to be lit by mains electricity, it pays to
draw a plan and know exactly what you want, and even more importantly, where. Moving
sockets and power points is an expensive business and changing your mind can cost a great
deal. Here are some tips for getting the most out of your garden lighting:. Lights can turn a
garden into a pure pleasure palace at night and with the use of a patio heater or chimenea in
summers evenings you will get so much more use out of your garden. The image below was
taken of a garden we did in Somerset. We built a stone cave at the end of a man made stream
and lit it from inside and out. The effect was dramatic and the construction can be seen in the
garden project mentioned above. For regulations governing heights of sockets etc, please see
our Socket Height project. All project content written and produced by Mike Edwards , founder
of DIY Doctor and industry expert in building technology. Find a tradesman now! Twitter
Facebook Pin It Buffer. Project Menu Project Menu. RCD used in the consumer unit More about
RCDs can be seen in our project on Fuses but essentially they are safety devices which must be
used to protect every socket which could be used to supply electricity outdoors. If you want to
supply power to outside sheds etc the cables must be protected in certain ways. Warning tape
for buried cable Garden Electrics Regulations and Underground Cables Part P of the building
regulations now requires you to notify the Building Control Authorities if you intend to have
electrical work done in the garden or it must be done by a Part P qualified electrician. Garden
Lighting To install garden lighting, if it is to be lit by mains electricity, it pays to draw a plan and
know exactly what you want, and even more importantly, where. Here are some tips for getting
the most out of your garden lighting: Uplighting: If you have items, objects, statues, trees in
your garden which are wider at the top than the bottom, some great effects can be produced by
uplighting them. The light is set into the ground and pointed upward to the object. Angles, and
distances from the object, can be experimented with for the best effect Downlighting: If you
have trees in the garden, or even bushes, some great effects can be produced by shining a light
down through the branches or leaves Water lighting: If you have a pond it is almost magical to
light it from either inside the pond or from a hidden place at the water level. In the image on the
left a copper water fountain is lit by a blue spotlight from under the decking. The rocks and
shrubs behind the pond are lit also. More effects like this can be seen in our garden makeover
project Shadowing and silhouetting: Putting lights in front of, or behind, larger garden objects
like statues and trees can create good effects. Again, experimenting is the key and before you
place electrical outlets a good idea of where to put them can be gleaned by wandering around
with a powerful torch Spotlights: These can be used to highlight specific features. A lions head
fountain on the garden wall for example Lights can turn a garden into a pure pleasure palace at
night and with the use of a patio heater or chimenea in summers evenings you will get so much
more use out of your garden. Garden makeover featuring cave and stream that features lighting
Please see our project Part P Building Regulations for information on DIY electrical installation.
Electric Wiring Domestic book available on Amazon Which? Back to the Top. Find a Reliable
Local Tradesman. Don't fancy doing this project yourself? We work with the industries best to
ensure that we recommend only reliable and trustworthy tradesmen. Let DIY Doctor help you

find a tradesman. More Help. Give us Some Feedback! Was this page useful:. First Name:
required. Email Address: required. We read and respond to all feedback by email. To allow us to
do so you will be added to our email list, however you can unsubscribe at any time using the
links at the bottom of any of our emails. Find out more in our privacy policy. Any DIY questions
should be posted to our Forum. Footer DIY Doctor. Follow us on Twitter. Follow us on YouTube.
Follow us on Pinterest. Follow us on Tumblr. How to Install Wiring for Outdoor Lighting â€” A
separate dedicated circuit may not be necessary or required. Outside lights may be controlled
by motion detectors and photo cells, switched from one or more locations. Additional
Comments: love the website would be happier if I could find more about series lighting and two
switches same circuit kinda stuff. The method used to install wiring will depend on the location
and the type of outside lights and how many will actually be installed. Depending on this
information, a separate dedicated circuit may not be necessary or required. Wiring for Outside
Fixture Wiring: One outside light on two switches three inside on one switch one on out side
switch. Lighting For The Home Lighting Electrical Codes Light Switch Wiring electric panel
House Wiring Circuits and Circuit Breakers This article looks at common volt and volt house
wiring circuits and the circuit breakers that are installed identifying the types and amperage
sizes used in most homes. When properly installed, your home electrical wiring is protected by
a circuit protection device. For more information about Wiring Diagram Wiring Diagram Wiring
Diagram Home electrical wiring diagrams are an important tool for completing your electrical
projects. An electrical wiring diagram can be as simple as a diagram showing how to install a
new switch in your hallway, or as complex as the complete electrical blueprint for your new
home or home improvement project. Name required. Email will not be published required. Get a
Quick Reply! Ask an Electrical Question. Click here to cancel reply. Switching a Bathroom Fan
and Light Separately. Electrical Wiring for Closet Light Fixtures. Estimated Time: Depends on
personal level experience, ability to work with tools, work with electrical wiring, and the
available access to the project area. Important: Modifying existing electrical circuits or installing
additional electrical wiring should be done according to local and National Electrical Codes,
with a permit and be inspected. Most houses have backyard gardens or some open areas.
Installing a garden light there provides visibility at night. But there can be problems in its
installation since the wiring may hamper movement and disturb plants in the garden. Presented
here is the circuit of a solar light that is bright enough to illuminate a garden while not requiring
any wiring to the grid supply and thus lowering the electricity bill. Circuit diagram of the solar
garden light is shown in Fig. This circuit requires only a single Ni-Cd rechargeable battery to
light up the white LED for more than five hours depending upon the ampere-hour Ah capacity of
the battery. Since the solar cell acts as a light sensor, there is no need of a photo-transistor or
light-dependent resistor for automatic switching of the LED in the dark. It requires only an
external inductor to construct a boost power supply with over 90 per cent efficiency. It offers
the advantages of low power dissipation, low minimum operating voltage and automatic
dusk-to-dawn switching. The IC operates off 0. The voltage on SBAT pin should not go beyond
3. For better protection, connect a 2. It can be mono-crystalline or polycrystalline. The nominal
current of the solar cell should not be more than mA. For better performance, use a solar cell
with nominal current below mA. A readymade inductor can be used for the circuit. For better
performance and efficiency, use a low equivalent series resistance ESR value of inductor for the
circuit. The circuit can fit in an old torchlight enclosure with appropriate modifications. Battery
capacity of mAh to mAh is large enough for this circuit. How to make enable that ic cl auto
switch the led when light falls on the solar cell. I have majedar this project but it is not working
properly. I built this circuit and it works ,except for one problem. The LED blinks. What could be
causing this? It could be the LED is to close to the solar panel and is tripping the day night
function. The LED light should not shine on the solar panel. Thanks John. The YX is different
from the other alternatives given. Sign in Join. Sign in. Log into your account. Sign up.
Password recovery. Wednesday, February 24, Advertise About Us Magazine. Forgot your
password? Get help. Create an account. Electronics For You. Home Engineering Projects For
You. What Is OpenHab Technology? Smart Agriculture Irrigation System. Please enter your
comment! Please enter your name here. You have entered an incorrect email address! Popular
circuits! The Internet is full of articles about building chatbots on platforms like Telegram.
However, in this article, Read more. Smart Home Solution. Smart home solutions include IOT
powered devices such as lights, fans, water pumping motor, kitchen accessories etc This
project is used to control computer such applications as slideshow, music, or video with a
finger All Time Fav Videos! How To: Constructing an Inverter. Career advice and jobs related to
electronics and IOT. A resource for professional design engineers. A very simple automatic
solar light system for illuminating your garden passages can be built using some LEDs, a
rechargeable battery and a small solar panel. As can be seen in the given circuit diagram, the

design basically consists of a solar panel, a PNP transistor, few LEDs, a battery and a few
resistors. The transistor is the only active component which is positioned as a switch for
preventing the battery voltage from reaching the connected LEDs during day time. This voltage
charges the battery gradually from dawn to dusk. The resistor also serves as the current
limiting resistor for the connected LEDs when the transistor is switched ON. As long as the
solar panel generates the optimal amount of power, the positive potential at the base of the
transistor keeps it switched OFF. However when dusk sets in the solar voltage begins to drop,
and when it drops below the zener diode rating, the transistor slowly starts conducting,
illuminating the LEds gradually. The above diagram may also be built in the following manner.
The above designs can be also replicated using two NPN transistors as shown in the following
diagram:. If a Li-Ion battery is intended to be used for the above explained circuit, a constant
voltage feature becomes crucial for safeguarding battery life and prolonging it. The following
circuit show how this may be done by adding a simple voltage follower regulator circuit:. The 4V
level ensures that the battery is never overcharged at 4. The following solar powered garden
light was designed by Mr. This ensures that the connected battery is never allowed to charge or
discharge beyond unsafe levels. The main attraction of the circuit is the use of a single
rechargeable AAA penlight cell, which is able to light up a 3. If you have any circuit related
query, you may interact through comments, I'll be most happy to help! Your email:. Your email
address will not be published. Notify me via e-mail if anyone answers my comment. Please
check the circuit first with a bench power supply, not with solar panel. Good morning Sir, 1
What is the advantage of the circuit with the two npn transistor? Does doubling the transistor
increase brightness? Hello, I have 4 garden lights each one has two 8mm white leds I would like
to use only one solar panel,two service all four lamps,but dont know what size or wattage or
voltage to use. Hi, assuming your LEDs are 50 mA each, and the two LEDs are in series in each
of the modules, then for 4 lights the total current required will be mA. Now to illuminate this mA
lamp for 10 hours will require a battery rated at 2 Ah or mAh. Hi Namaste Swagatham I just
beginning to learn and do some hobby during Covid I have solar powered pedestal light on long
post. The switch failed due to water leakage. I am trying to replace the switch. But I need to
replace the resister to reconnect the wires. I cannot recognise the resister. It is tiny blue resister
connected to terminals. This is because the switch has three positions. The switch has six
terminals three on each side. The resister is connected semi and off terminals. Perhaps I I could
send photo, but do not know how to include in this comment. Please help. I have also other
small hobby projects which I will let you know. Thank you very much. Hi Ravi, without seeing
the image it can be difficult for me to understand the fault. What you can do is, upload the image
on any free image hosting site online, and provide me the link, I will quickly check it out and try
to solve it for youâ€¦. Hi Swagatam, I have found several of your articles very interesting and
delightful. However, I have a project that is VERY unusual and have not been able to find a
circuit to solve my problem. I am attempting to back light a lithographed photo that is mounted
on an outdoor plaque. Normally, I could use a solar powered Garden light circuit, however I
need it to stay lit during the daytime AND night time and still charge a battery 1. I can use 2
solar cells, one for daylight use and the other to charge the battery for nighttime use, However, I
am not sure of the best way to isolate the two solar cells so one powers the LED during the day
while the other charges the battery and then at night switches to the battery. Any help would be
appreciated. I am an electronics tech with some engineering self taught background, but this
seems to be eluding me for some reason. I hope you can help. Thanks in advance. Thank you
Tony, glad you found them interesting! I think two alternating cells may not be necessary,
instead multiple cells could be attached in parallel which may be rated to keep the LEDs lit up
for 24 hours with each charge. Similarly the solar panel may be rated to ensure both the cells
are optimally charged each day. If you provide me the LED current and voltage specifications I
can provide the estimates for the solar panel and charge control specifications Alternatively, if
you think two alternating cells would be a better choice, I can suggest an appropriate design for
that alsoâ€¦. In the second last diagram, the 10k preset was not included in the original initial
diagram, instead a zener was put in that area for getting a fixed output at the emitter side. It
appears to be exactly what I need. Is the PCB board available? Hi, Thanks, and Glad you liked
this website and the circuit! However, sorry I do not have ready made PCB for this project, but
since the design requires very little parts you can easily assemble them over a small veroboard
or a strip board. Found this site about 2 weeks ago and built the circuit. First time I have done
anything similar for maybe 50 years!! I was a bit apprehensive. However the circuit works well. I
am quite happy with it. One problem the LEDs light up too early. It is still light. I reduced the 10
ohm resistance to 5 ohms. Is there away to prevent the LEDs lighting up before it gets dark?
Thank you for firstly the circuit and secondly the time you spend answering queries. That
sounds amazing and Glad you could make it successfully. The early switch ON could probably

be prevented by upgrading the circuit through a couple of more transistors as shown in the
following image:. If so, which changes can I made? Best Regards. Hi, You are refering the first
circuit. Yes I was referring to the first circuit, in the pathway circuit you may have to connect a
resistor in series with the collector of the LED transistor. This resistor should be calculated
using the previous formula. I have reverse modeled the board. If you are curious to see it, you
can find it here as. Most of the elements I was able to read, but not all. It is difficult to
understand the diagram in this form, please draw it in proper schematic form with correct
symbol and pin direction, I will try to figure it out. I have an old solar lamp that uses 1. Can you
reverse engineer this board, if I provide you pictures of it, as I want to make myself more of
these DIY. It says on one of the elements, has SGL printed on it. I could not find anything on the
internet about it. The first circuit from the above article will also do the same. The solar lamps I
have use 1x mAh 1. I believe they are rated at 3. It lasts about hours, depending on the amount
of sun during the day. Can you propose a way to achieve this? Do you want me to send pictures
of the board? If yes, how? Instead you can try the following version which uses a joule thief
circuit for boosting the 1. I found the joule thief circuit on your site, but what was interesting to
me is that this solar lamp uses no coil, only a couple of resistors, diodes and transistors. OK, so
in that case you can use the diagram which I suggested in my earlier comment. Sounds like
great systems. I am not however looking to build a system but buy a ready made system for a
large garden area where I can plug in various low voltage garden lights or Christmas lights. Any
suggestions? Getting tired of the cheap solar lights from the hardware store and too far to run
V. Dweep, please show me your exact schematic so that I can understand itâ€¦upload it to any
free image hosting site and provide the link hereâ€¦. Can I increase the size of the solar panel to
maximize the charge? Would I need to worry then about overcharging the batteries if the panel
got direct sunlight? Thank you Hannah, yes you can increase the solar panel size for
maximizing the output, but stronger sunlight may harm the battery in that case. If you can
provide the battery specifications, I can suggest the controller circuit for you. Thank you! As per
the given specs the battery seems to be quite powerful and has a built-in over charge cut off
system so it cannot be harmed by the panel anyway. You can use a 6V 5 watt panel and connect
its output directly to the battery for charging. I have a garden PV light PCB but it does not have
any visible ICs, transistors, or non-LED diodes unless these components are hiding under a
hard circular mound of dried adhesive or maybe heat sink material that is on the side opposite
the components. I wish to understand where the conductor tracings connect but this is hidden
under the mound. I would send my photos. I have minimal circuit analysis skills and hope this
simple PCB will be instructive. Wanted to say thanks! Will an 18v panel be too high of a voltage
at really low current for the base of the pnp? I assume the higher than The higher voltage from
the panel which is more than battery voltage must turn off the transistor at the base? Hi, yes the
or 2N will easily handle 18V. I am looking to make large quantity of reading lights for students in
a village. I am thinking of using solar panels station at school to charge the batteries. I plan to
use LEDs. I like to have the high school kids build it themselves, with some training. So, I like to
find a simple circuitry based design with very few parts. I am an electrical engineer, I will be
teaching them how to build them. I also need parts cheap. Any suggestions of where I can find
what I am looking for. Please provide the specifications of all the parameters so that I can
suggest a suitable design. I have tried your circuit, especially in figure 5, with 24 led a battery
capacity of 6 volts 4. I see, well I tried. Will definitely order me some of those. I have tried many
circuits from YouTube videos but for some reason or another the lights turn on at dusk as
opposed to dark, therefore draining battery way to early. I noticed on some of your circuits there
being 2 IN diodes. Is that accurate? Just wondering. Have a great one. For night time switching
you may have to use a delay ON timer with the circuit. Two 1N is fine considering the ease of
making and the solar panel being 9 V or 12 V plenty of voltage available for the 2 V drop. Got it,
that explains it and makes perfect sense. The 10k preset resistor you mentioned on the 6v
circuit, is that a mini potentiometer? Hey, hope all is well and safe with you and yours. Just
wanted to mention that I received the tip transistor and got busy putting that circuit together.
The solar end of it works. It does what its supposed to. What am I doing wrong. Hey, please
remove the solar panel and then check the response. Make sure the battery is optimally charged
for the LED. If still it flickers then your transistor may be faulty, or there may be a loose
connection somewhere, or the battery may be low. What I encountered was when the i
completly darken the panel the light simply turns on then off leaving 1. But if I slowly turn panel
over and leave it half way light remains on and getting 3. Any suggestions. Please remove the
solar panel completely and then check the LED response. If the LED flickers then certainly there
may some problem with either the diodes or the transistor, or the resistor or the battery. If not,
then you can replace the solar panel with an ordinary power supply and check again. Swag,
sorry for not replying sooner. The 6v multiple schematic is working perfect now. My question is

about the one with the 10k preset. Is this the correct one? I am only getting 2. Thanks Mario,
which 6 V multiple schematic are you referring to? Did to check the output by removing the
solar panel entirely? If it is not working after removing the solar panel, change the transistor
and check again? There was no reply option on your last post. Does the preset adjust the
voltage coming in the solar panel by the way? For this project. Mario, Yes the preset is used for
adjusting the voltage to the garden light circuit. The voltage must be higher than the battery
voltage. You must disconnect the base of the PNP transistor and then adjust the preset to get
the required charging voltage across the 1 K resistor. Once this is set you can join the PNP
base with the 1K. And remove the BMS and connect a separate battery while testing. If you are
geting 2. Greetings Sir; Thanks very much for this article. I have tested it and works great. The
problem I am facing is, even after charging the whole day, it runs down before morning. I am
using: 1 7Volt, 2. The 0. It should be at least 1 amp at 4. Are you sure your 3. Connect an
ammeter in series with the solar panel positive to check this, I doubt the panel might not be
supplying this much current at 5V. Hi Swag, I have 3 4. Please check any online datasheet of
transistor for the pinouts and other details, you can also use 2N instead of TR2 is the boost coil.
For more on this you can refer to the following two articles:. Sir, I have a 3w ,6v solar panel. I am
new in electronics. Ananta, your panel and battery are OK and can be used for the mentioned
circuit, but I cannot guarantee the PCB layout because it was designed by somebody elseâ€¦so
please verify it by comparing it with the schematic. If the battery is 1 AH rated, you can use 5
LEDs in parallel, and illuminate for 10 hours approximately. I have 6v 3watt solara panel,6v 4AH
battery,5nos 8mm straw hat led fwd voLt 3. I want to ask again 1. Hi swagatam I have a couple of
questions 1. Hi Abba, you must care about the over charging factor for all batteries and you
must not keep it connected permanently with the source. Does a 1 Ah battery mean that the
battery will provide a current of 1A over the time span of 1 hour? Here you say that for 12watt
hours you will only need a 1Ah battery. I meant to say 1ah is correct as per the calculations, and
5 AH battery will be sufficient, practically 1 ah will not be good, although technically it may look
OK. Work Great, Thank You! Please see the updated diagram at the bottom of the article, you
can use the concept for your applicationâ€¦. Could you please tell me how can I modify your
circuit for my application? In my circuit remove the 10 ohm. Sir I assembled this circuit. But I
assembled 3lights, providing 6volt 4. I used 3 no 8mm hat straw for one lights. My question is
when I checked voltage at end off cable shows 3. How to solve this? Because of voltage drop
light illuminates very low. Hi, Happy to see my garden light working!! Thanks a lot for the circuit.
Can the circuit function efficiently without it? Since my solar panel is only 5. Is there any
modification I can do? Navaneeth, TIP can handle upto 5 amps, so you can easily use it for your
panned application, but make sure to put a large heatsing with itâ€¦. Hi, I have to do a similar
project you make here, but I only have a 6v mah 0. Can you please help me out in order to make
this work out with the panel I have if it's possible? Hi, you can try the second circuit from the
above article with your panel, it will definitely work. Sorry to bother again, but I showed the
system to my teacher and He said that a on-off switch will suffice instead of the automatic
day-night switch, can you modify this system for me with that in mind? The solar panel is still
the same I said in the first comment. As for the battery, I didn't find the one in your system to
sell here. Do you have any suggestions for a more commom type? Many thanks. In the second
circuit, remove the right side diode, remove the transistor, remove the 1k resistorâ€¦. In this
circuit the led starts glowing as soon as the SP voltage drops below 4. Thank-you,ihave tried
and it works well. If you have used the series resistor correctly then the LED will never burn,
please make sure you have connected a correctly calculated resistor. BC will not work, it should
be a PNP and rated to handle 1 amp for the power LED, you can try or 2N transistor with an
identical set up as given above you will also need a battery, preferably a 3. Many Thanks. I
agree. These type of special ICs also runs at particular frequency Even though the Leds blink ,
our eyes can't detect there by reducing battery consumption. Can you help me in incorporating
the circuit? Thanks, the frequency is used as a part of their buck or boost converter circuit
which efficiently reduce or increase the voltage to the LED as per the LED specificationâ€¦. A
LED will always require a constant DC with the correct V and I specs for illuminating at the
optimal levelâ€¦if its applied with a pulsed DC then its light will also dim or reduce
proportionately. Could you please try designing more efficient circuit like one using qx solar
driver , where it can light longer and has battery protection form discharge and overcharge? I
already have many efficient and easy to build battery charger circuits posted in this siteâ€¦you
can find them under the "battery charger" category. I normally avoid using special ICs because
they are mostly not available in all places and tend to get obsolete overtime. But if the LED
series FWD voltage is not calculated as per the battery voltage then the strings might require
their own calculated limiting resistors. Hi, you can use the above circuit for your specific
application without changing muchâ€¦. I have two questions 1 is it okay to continuously charge

a battery. Normally for 12v batteries we have a charge controller. I didn't find too many for
batteries below 12v. Why is that? Sir good day to you May I use BD transister. What can I do to
change this circuit? My requirement one 3w led and battery type 6v4. Dear sir, Good day to you
May I use 4. Does it matter how high the solar panel voltage is for recharging the batteries? Will
using a 12v solar panel damage the batteries when charging them if the batteries only output at
like 5v? Hi John, you mean you want the LEDs to illuminate when it is almost dark? I hope I'm
not to late for this question period. I am a total newbie but non the less find this fascinating and
confusing. What is the purpose of connecting the line with the 1K resistor from negative to the
positive in the first place?? Hi, how can I modify this circuit with a timer so that the light turns
on for about hours after dusk? Can you also explain the exact flow of the current from the
battery to the LED's, because I'm confused where the current goes after it passes through the
LED's. Does it go through the transistor and back to the battery? If not, than what is the purpose
of the transistor? Thank you. Hi, how can I modify this circuit so that the light turns on at dusk
for about hours? Sir, This is exactly what I need except that I need to use a 15 watt 17 volt solar
panel with an output of. What components do I need to replace in order to run this solar panel?
I'll be charging 2 or 3 batteries in parallel with a mah capacity each. Maruti, for charging the
mentioned cells you will need to eliminate the 10 ohm resistor and short it with a wire link. Hello
Swagatam Your site is of great help. I have a query in above circuit. How does it act as current
limiting resistor? My understanding was resistor was added for voltage drop in battery voltage
of 4. Hello Swagatam, Thanks for reply. I am planning to use single 1 Watt LED 3. Can i use 3.
Ahh thank you I though it was a pnp transistor. But since it's not is there a way to know just by
the label number if it is? The label will not inform regarding its polarity, you may have to refer to
its datasheet online to learn the detailsâ€¦. Hello, I liked your schematic because it appeared to
be very straight forward, however when i went to make it for myself the LED lit up but would not
turn off when light was exposed to the solar panel. Any ideas or suggestion what could be
causing this problem would be greatly appreciated. Hi, Can you provide a solar lamp with LDR
circuit details? LDR won't be required, the solar panel will itself work like a light sensorâ€¦â€¦
the concept explained in the above article is a good example. But on cloudy day without sun
light, LED will start glowing as current is zero from panel. But we may not need LED light as it is
day. Will LDR help here? Yes, it will start glowing at a proportionately dim level depending on
how much overcast it may beâ€¦LDR will not helpâ€¦. Lorenzo, you'll need to change the
transistor with a BD, and reduce the 1K resistor value to may be ohms 1 watt. Sir I want one
circuit diagram. R's and lanp which is connected to solar energy. Ye jo aap ne 4. An 18V, 1 amp
solar panel would be OK, if only battery is charged, if LEds are also simultaneously used then
you would require a 3 amp solar panel. Thanks for the reply sir. Whether a 12V 5AH battery is
sufficient or not? Also,what should be the 'Wattage' rating of the solar panel? These power
LEDs are connected in series and as far as I know the 1 watt i. What is the value of resistance
that is needed to be connected for this 5 Watt LED circuit? What should be the specification of
solar panel if we want to charge a 12V battery 5Ah or 2. What changes are to be made in the
above circuit so that LEDs can glow for atleast hours? Do i have to change anything to the
circuit? Hi swagatam bhai ty for help Maine soler automatic circuit banai ager mujhe 10 watt
soler 12v 7ah or 4. If you are using the configuration that's shown in the above article then you
may have to first step down the solar panel voltage to 6V to safeguard the battery. You can use
a IC at the input of the circuit such that the panel voltage passes through the IC and then
reaches the above circuit. You can take the help of the following post for knowing the
connection details, it will exactly same as shown in the following circuit:. I'm curious though if
maybe the 1k resistor can be lowered and what kind of value would be safe to make the LEDs
brighter. At the moment they light up, and they are fairly bright, but not as bright as I've seen
these LEDs get before I'm using 8mm standard 20ma LEDs that you can get from Radioshack.
With the transistor as a switch there won't be well defined switching rather the transition would
be in a gradual manner. As long as the solar voltage is above 4. Ive looks around google for a
similiar circuit but no luck, so i decided to try my luck with you! The above circuit and the
second last design presented in the following link can be easily combined to produce identical
results:. The initial diagram had a zener diode at the base of the transistor which I removed later
on for making the circuit more responsive and efficient. I regret it if I misunderstood you, I
thought you were saying that the written corrections were made immediately after listening to
your suggestion. Correcting the image is time consuming and involves more effort therefore I
put in the text form. Check the previous comments dated May14, June7, it's always wise to
check the facts before criticizing. How it Works The circuit design is extremely straightforward
and may be understood with the following points:. You'll also like: 1. Comments Your
Comments are too Valuable! But please see that they are related to the above article, and are
not off-topic! Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. Search Related Posts for

Commenting Search this website. I hope you can helpâ€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦Frank. Your solar panel must
be around 3 amps and voltage equal to 10 V, with a 7V controller. Thanks for your answer in
advance. Thanks Dimitar, I am glad I found my sire useful. Thank you for your fast reply,
Swagatam. Is the first circuit going to work at 1. Yes it should be 4. I understand. Thank you for
the great advice, Swagatam! My bad, it does have an inductor, it does use a joule thief. Hi
Swagatam â€” thank you for all the information here! Hi, is there a substitute for tip transistor?
Thanks for your input. But at 0. Sir I not understand transistor. Sir, Thanks a lot for your prompt
help. Thanking you for your time,. Sir, I have compiled the part list. May I request you to please
confirm if any changes are required: 1. Cluster of 9 white lights in series. Can you please tell
more about component at serial number Vishwa, it looks OK to me. Sir How much led 8mm
straw head. If I'm using a LI-ion battery do I need to worry about a low voltage cut off? I am glad
you could make it successfully. Hi Maulik, I'll update the circuit in the above article soonâ€¦. I
am glad too it's working for you!! Hi Sir, Thank you for sharing this circuit? Hi, this is a cheap
circuit so a charge controller cannot be expected for this design, although one can include it if
it's felt important by the user. Hi Rajkumar, what is the voltage rating of the 3 watt LED? BD
might not work, use a TIP instead. Dear Satheesh, 4. Hello Nishanth, 3. Hello Swagatam Can you
explain me on how you came up with 2. I should also be able t
amana washing machine repair manuals
gcv160 parts diagram
free ford 9n manual
o include a picture if you think that would be helpful. Lorenzo, you'll need to change the
transistor with a BD, and reduce the 1K resistor value to may be ohms 1 watt also you'll need to
connect the 3. Hi, 4. Hi Shiraz bhai you can use the circuit that's shown in the above article.
Please refer to the previous comment posted just above this comment.. Just built this and
tested it out and it works great. I would like them extremely bright, but don't want to blow them
obviously. Thank you Lucky Day, reducing iK resistor wouldn't be a good idea, rather you can
try inserting a resistor in series with each LED and remove the common 10 ohm resistor. It
would hardly dissipate anything, you may try increasing it to 2k2. Hello friend, With the
transistor as a switch there won't be well defined switching rather the transition would be in a
gradual manner. Thanks G. You can try this diagram:. Anyway, cheers! Go and check the
cached impression in Google you would know it was done a long time ago.

